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Innovation from the makers of the original
Crescent® adjustable wrench.
The new Crescent® brand RapidSlide™ adjustable wrench helps get jobs done quickly and easily
with just a flick of your thumb. The slide control in the handle provides smooth, fast, and accurate
jaw adjustment… simply slide forward to close, back to open. The RapidSlide has a big 1" (25.4mm)
jaw capacity for maximum versatility with precise laser-etched jaw-opening indicator markings for
both SAE and metric-sized fasteners.  Plus, it has an extra-wide handle for exceptional comfort,
strength, and bolt-busting power. The new RapidSlide…  from Crescent, makers of the Original
Adjustable Wrench.

Catalog Number Description

AC8NKWMP 6-piece Tray Pack,
8-inch RapidSlide™
Adjustable Wrench

The RapidSlide™ adjustable
wrench comes in a durable
hanging clamshell package.
Its inviting “TRY ME” design
allows consumers to open
and close the jaws with the
unique slide mechanism,
while at the same time
providing the security that
retailers demand.

The sturdy and attention-
getting tray pack holds six
clamshell packages securely
and looks great from any
angle.  There’s no setup
required… just lift off the
protective shipping cover and
you’re ready to sell!

Traffic-stopping Merchandising

Slide control in handle for smooth
and fast jaw adjustment

Extra-wide handle allows you to comfortably
apply more force for greater power

Internal debris shield keeps out contaminants,
assuring smooth operation

1-inch (25.4mm) maximum
jaw capacity

Laser-etched SAE/Metric jaw-opening
indicator markings

• All metal components for long life
• Drop-forged construction for maximum durability
• Polished head makes cleanup easier; keeps the tool looking like new
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